Kickers edged by Boston College, fail to find scoring combination

By Ron Chief

If there was a game in which the referee and "urge" judges, the spoils of football went to one team, it would have certainly gone to the Northeastern kickers. However, due to the engineer defense and promptly plugged it with the ball. Meanwhile, several Tech scoring attempts went with the ball ended with the score at 1-0, Boston College.

MIT came back in the third quarter with a reaffirmed desire to control the ball, and that they did. Repeated scuffles in front of the Eagle goal and empty results increased engineer frustration until Jerry Maddocks '71 came through with the scoring combination. Coming down the right side, he crossed the ball for a beautiful shot at the BC goal. When their goalie came through with a last ditch block, Bob Akullin '69 poked in the loose ball to tie the score.

Early in the fourth period, BC took advantage of a scramble to pop the ball over goalie Jeff Reynolds' '69 head and again led the engineers by one. Despite intense pressure from the engineers, who by now were virtually controlling the field game, Tech could not produce again at the net, and the Eagles walked away unvanquished victors.

The booters' next opportunity will be Saturday when Middlebury comes to Briggs Field. A victory then would do much to bolster much needed morale before facing BU Wednesday. The Terriers are presently GBSL favorites, and the game supposes to be Tech's toughest league match yet.

Harvard wins GBC as Tech captures 5th

By Al Morgan

Big good efforts by both the varsity and soccer teams, neither could produce any victories this week. GBC meet held on Tuesday, the Terriers took fifth out of the ten entries, while in the two soccer games the engineers lost to Brown and Harvard. In the same order, the 3-0 victory over MIT, who beat Brown's 1-0.

Philips Exeter 3-1.

By AIl Morgan

Thebooters' next opportunity will be Saturday when Middlebury comes to Briggs Field. A victory then would do much to bolster much needed morale before facing BU Wednesday. The Terriers are presently GBSL favorites, and the game supposes to be Tech's toughest league match yet.

Full! Part time openings for SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS with experience in: Consider design, monitor, systems process control, MIS, J,0 control or data collections systems. Call 492-6870.

CURRENCY IN A COMMON MARKET NATION IS DEVALUED.

Help wanted:

How can we protect our automotive investments on the continent?

Situation: If a member nation of the Common Market devalues its currency as the speculators appear to be betting, other, Common Market nations may follow suit.

Questions: Faced with this possibility, could you develop a plan of action detailing how we can best protect our large automotive investments in each of the member nations?

Consideration: Remember the importance of the Common Market agricultural agreement concerning price stabilization, cost considerations and exchange restrictions. Need your thoughts on this A.S.A.P. Thanks.

Want to work on an exciting assignment like this? A new member of the financial staff at Ford Motor Company does. Today his job may be solving a complex Common Market problem. Tomorrow, it might be an analysis of profit potentials.

To help solve assignments like these, our people have a giant network of computers at their service. Complete research facilities. The Funds they need to do the job right. If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking for challenging assignments and the rewards that come from solving them, come talk to the Better Idea company.

See our representative when he visits your campus. Or send a resume to Ford Motor Company, College Recruiting Department, The American Road, Desh born, Michigan 48121. An equal opportunity employer.